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Data and information are the crown jewels of any 
corporate, for which threat actors are spending 
tremendous amount of money, time and efforts 
to successfully get access to. Digital business is 
experiencing rapid growth in the volume, variety, 
velocity and value of data. As companies 
continue to transition to a hybrid model of 
business operation, to accelerate their digital 
transformation journey, their data and 
information are getting processed and 
transferred within and outside the perimeter of 
the corporate in the cloud, remote branches or 
user mobile devices. 

Corporates and businesses have to give great 
deal of importance and focus to implementing 
comprehensive and well-structured information 
protection programs, that should address multi-
ple areas of the information protection journey 
for any customer.

Due to this shift in the dynamics of business 
operations, business risks caused by various 
security, compliance and accidental disclosure 
incidents are also increasing. Data breaches and 
attacks are growing due to a mix of threat actors 
including nation states, criminals and malicious 
insiders. Criminals simply shift their focus and 
adapt their tactics to locate and steal the data 
they find to be of most value. Attackers can 
compromise your business partners, contractors, 
and other third parties that have access to your 
data. Moreover, unwitting employees could 
accidentally leak sensitive data through email, 
file sharing, social networks, and other channels; 
and even well-intentioned employees could 
unintentionally violate privacy laws while 
processing and using sensitive data.

Information Protection

For many customers, data security initiatives 
quickly zoom in on controlling access to data or 
encrypting data. What many overlooks is that 
understanding and knowing your data is the 
foundation for data security. Defining the data 
within the organization is a critical step: If you 
don’t know what you have, where it is, and why 
you have it, you can’t expect to apply the appro-
priate policies and controls to protect it.

In a 2017 Forrester survey, 54% of North 
American and European network security 
decision makers at firms with 20 or more 
employees that had a security breach in 
the past 12 months said that at least one 

breach was an internal incident within 
their organization
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In order to help its customers to embark on an effective and comprehensive information protection jour-
ney, Cyberknight has built its solution offering based on industry best practices and Cyberknight’s exper-
tise to provide the right guidance to help customers break down the whole information protection jour-
ney as illustrated below:

Data Classification tools parse structured and 
unstructured data, looking for sensitive data that 
matches predefined patterns or custom policies 
established by customers. Once the data classi-
fication tools have identified matches, they apply 
labels to the information so that it may be 
protected by, for example, DLP, DRM, Encryption or 
archiving solutions.

Data 

Data Access Governance ensures the right user 
gets access to the right data at the right time to 
be able to do his job. It helps customers limit 
access to all resources according to the principle 
of least privilege and strictly enforce this access 
control. To secure data throughout the ecosys-
tem, customers can utilize DAG solutions to strict-
ly limit the number of people who can access 
data , continuously monitor user access permis-
sions to data and lastly remove overprovisioned 
access that poses additional risk exposure

Data Access Governance

Data Rights Management

Data Rights Management is solution that com-
bines both identity access management and 
encryption in order to define and control access 
to protected data. DRM-protected content is 
encrypted and coupled with a protection policy 
that specifies permissions for different users and 
user groups, such as view, edit, download, print, 
save or forward. Based on the identity, the user is 
granted permissions in accordance with the 
protection policy

Data discovery tools and software scan end-
points or corporate network assets to identify 
resources that could contain sensitive informa-
tion, such as hosts, database columns and rows, 
web applications, storage networks, and file 
shares.

Data Discovery tools

Data Analytics identifies changing threats and 
guides in the decision-making process. Leverag-
ing the power of big data analytics, customers 
get the ability to analyze more and more data in 
near real time. Customers can use this insight to 
more proactively protect valuable sensitive 
data, determine the state of the data flow in their 
environment, thereby proactively detecting 
potential breaches or insider abuse, finally to 
more effectively take the right remediation steps 
afterwards

Data Analytics

Data Loss Prevention protects confidential and 
critical information so that unauthorized end 
users cannot accidentally or maliciously share or 
send data outside the organization whose 
disclosure could put the organization at risk

Data Loss Prevention

Secure Data Collaboration
Secure Data Collaboration enables customer to 
securely share sensitive information with exter-
nal parties and collaborate on, yet still have full 
control on the level of access the other party has 
on the shared information.



Data Classification tools

Orchestrate IT security with your data at its core. Netwrix solutions empower you to identify and classify sen-
sitive information with utmost precision; reduce your exposure to risk and detect threats in time to avoid 
data breaches; and achieve and prove compliance.  

GTB Technologies is the only data protection solution which can prevent the loss of data from malware and 
trusted insiders by blocking sensitive data (structured or unstructured) regardless of file type, in real-time, 
with impeccable accuracy whether it is on premise, off premise, in the cloud or as a managed service.   

Helpsystems is a people-first software company focused on helping exceptional organizations Build a 
Better IT™. Security and automation software simplifies critical IT processes to give customers peace of 
mind. Helpsystems deliver solutions based on the fundamentals of good technology design: high quality, a 
top-notch user experience, and the ability to improve performance.  

.   

With Seclore’s Data-Centric Security Platform you can unify best-of-breed Data-Centric Security solutions 
into a cohesive, automated framework without added integration costs. Orchestrate your Data-Centric 
Security process to streamline the discovery, classification, protection and tracking process. Unify your 
best-of-breed solutions to automate discovery, identification, protection, and tracking of sensitive infor-
mation.  



In order to implement a successful information protection program, customers have to take this endeavor 
in a structured and phased approach as highlighted in the below stages:

Define a corporate data classification policy 

Discover, identify and classify old and previously created data using data discovery solutions to auto-
mate this process

Enforce data classification on newly created data using classification tools used by users

Implement information protection solutions such as DLP or EDRM in order to prevent leakage of sensi-
tive information 

Consider implementing user behaviors analytics solutions to help in monitoring users’ access to data 
to help identify and alert on malicious user behaviors as they access and interact with sensitive 
information 

Consider secure file collaboration solutions to enable business initiatives that require sharing and 
exchanging of sensitive information with other 3rd party companies

CyberKnight has partnered with a host of leading vendors in the information protection industry, that can 
help customers implement the right solution that can fulfil their requirements at different stated as they 
progress with their information protection journey. 
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